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For decades I was under impression that suicide was not a viable
option. That opinion has not changed; however, today I have a total
different view as to why suicide is not a viable solution to one’s personal
issues. Unlike political, financial and business suicide, personal suicide
is a life ending event that will condemn a soul to non existence.
Many over time have stated to be closer to God one needs to know that
of suffrage and sacrifice. Taking of one’s soul by deliberate taking of
one’s own life is not that of sacrifice.
A drug pusher cares not whether one lives or dies so long as the money
flows. We only need to look at the front page of many of the nation’s
newspaper and note that most, if not all electoral candidates are
seeking a flow of money. A money changers survival depends upon a
flow of money. There is nothing wrong with earning a fee from a
transaction that aids humanity; however, many transactions were
executed by financials in detriment to humanity. To avoid prosecution,
a flow of ill gotten money is provided by evil to a once respected legal
field. When the flow of money ceases, evidence of political and financial
suicide will be rampant. For those that follow the money, they have
already chosen a path to Satan’s house. Suicide is within the devils
equation but such is not within God’s equation. Life ain’t easy and there
was no roadmap or instructions manual provided, therefore, we rely
upon one’s own inner soul for guidance. It ain’t easy to believe in what
one cannot see or touch; but when one chooses money over humanity,
one has chosen to follow Satan’s path to damnation.

“Be ye still”
then ye will see and hear so as to know God’s wisdom
This author did “be still” and learned, so can you!

